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We give a possible generalization to the example in the paper of Zanardi and
Rasetti (quant–ph 9904011). For this generalized one explicit forms of adiabatic
connection, curvature and etc. are given.
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This is a comment paper to Zanardi and Rasetti[1] and the aim is to give a mathe-
matical inforcement to [1].
After the breakthrough by P. Shor[2] there has been remarkable progress in Quantum
Computation (or Computer)(QC briefly). See [3] in outline.
On the other hand, Gauge Theories are widely recognized as the basis in quantum
eld theories. Therefore it is very natural to intend to include gauge theories in QC   
a construction of \gauge theoretic" quantum computation or of \geometric" quantum
computation in our terminology.
Zanardi and Rasetti proposed in [1] and [4] such an idea using non-abelian Berry
phase (quantum holonomy), see also [5]. In their model a Hamiltonian (including some
parameters) must be degenerated because an adiabatic connection is introduced using
this degeneracy [6].
They gave a simple example to explain their idea. However there are many misprints
in their calculations, so it is not easy to follow their idea.
We believe that this example will become important in the near future. Therefore
we deal with it once more and give a possible generalization. For the generalized model
explicit forms of adiabatic (Berry) connection, curvature and etc are given.
It is not easy to predict the future of gauge theoretic quantum computation. However
it is an arena worth challenging for mathematical physicists.
We start with mathematical preliminaries. Let H be a separable Hilbert space over
C. For m 2 N, we set
Stm(H) 
{
V = (v1;    ; vm) 2 H      HjV yV = 1m
}
; (1)
where 1m is a unit matrix in M(m;C). This is called a (universal) Stiefel manifold. Note
that the unitary group U(m) acts on Stm(H) from the right:
Stm(H) U(m) ! Stm(H) : (V; a) 7! V a: (2)
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Next we dene a (universal) Grassmann manifold
Grm(H) 
{
X 2 M(H)jX2 = X; Xy = X and trX = m
}
; (3)
where M(H) denotes a space of all bounded linear operators on H. Then we have a
projection
 : Stm(H) ! Grm(H) ; (V )  V V y ; (4)
compatible with the action (2) ((V a) = V a(V a)y = V aayV y = V V y = (V )).
Now the set
fU(m); Stm(H); ; Grm(H)g ; (5)
is called a (universal) principal U(m) bundle, see [7] and [8].
Next let M be a n-dimensional dierentiable manifold and the map P : M ! Grm(H)
be given. For this P the pull-back bundle over M is dened as follows[7]:
(U(m); E; E; M)  P  (U(m); Stm(H); ; Grm(H)) ;
E = f(x; V ) 2 M  Stm(H)jP (x) = (V )g ;
E : E ! M ; E((x; V )) = x :
U(m) U(m)y y
E −! Stm(H)y y
M −! Grm(H)
(6)
For the (canonical) local section induced from that of (4)
 : U(open  M) ! E ; (7)
we can write (x) = (x; V (x)) on U , so the canonical 1-form A (gauge eld) is dened as
A  V ydV on U ; (8)
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where d is a dierential form on U  M . This is a local form. From this we obtain a
curvature form
F  dA+A^A = dV y ^ dV + V ydV ^ V ydV : (9)
Now if we dene a map P (x) = V (x)V (x)y, the curvature 2-form of this (induced) bundle
is given by PdP ^ dP which is related to (9) by
PdP ^ dP = V (dA+A^A)V y : (10)
The left hand side of (10) is a global form.
We are very interested in the example in [1], so we give a possible generalization of
that and study it in detail.
Let a(ay) be the annihilation (creation) operator of the harmonic oscillator. If we set
N  aya (: number operator), then
[N; ay] = ay ; [N; a] = a ; [a; ay] = 1 : (11)
Let H be a Fock space generated by a and ay, and fjnijn 2 N [ f0gg be its basis. The
actions of a and ay on H are given by
ajni = pnjn− 1i ; ayjni = pn + 1jn + 1i ; (12)
where j0i is a vacuum (aj0i = 0).
For  2 C the coherent state ji 2 H is given by
ji = eay−¯aj0i ; (13)
see [9]. By the elementary Baker-Campbell-Hausdor formula[9], the unitary operator in












; K−  1
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[K3; K+] = K+ ; [K3; K−] = −K− ; [K+; K−] = −2K3 : (16)
That is, the set fK+; K−; K3g gives a unitary representation of su(1; 1) with spin 1=4, [10].
For  2 C the squeezed state (the coherent state of Perelomov’s type in our terminology
[11]) ji is given by
ji  eK+−¯K−j1
4
; 0i ; (17)
where j1
4
; 0i is a vacuum (K−j14 ; 0i = 0). Now applying the disentangling formula [10] and
[11] to the unitary operator in (17) we obtain
eK+−¯K− = eK+elog(1−jj
2)K3e−¯K− ; (18)
where  =  tanh jj=jj.
Under preliminaries above let us proceed to the main subject. Let H0 be a Hamiltonian
H0  h!N(N − 1)    (N −m + 1) ; (19)
for m 2 N (the author does not know whether or not a Hamiltonian of this type is
\natural" in quantum optics or quantum led theories).
This has a m-fold degenerate vacuum because if we set
C  Vect fj0i; j1i;    ; jm− 1ig ; (20)
then H0C = 0.
Now note that (j0i; j1i    ; jm− 1i) 2 Stm(H) in (1). We consider a two-parameter
isospectral family
H(;)  U(; )H0U(; )y ; (21)
U(; )  eay−¯aeK+−¯K− ; (22)
where (; ) 2 C2. Since (21) is isospectral we have no level-crossing of eigenvalues for the
parameters (adiabatic!). In the following we focus our attension on the m-fold degenerate
vacuum.
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U  U(; ) in (22) is unitary, so





U y 2 Grm(H) : (24)
Namely (21) with (22) gives a classifying map










= P  (U(m); Stm(H); ; Grm(H)) ;
E =
{
((; ) ; U(; ) (j0i; j1i;    ; jm− 1i)) j (; ) 2 C2
}
: (26)
First of all let us calculate a canonical connection form (adiabatic connection) (8) for
(26). Setting for simplicity
V (; ) = U(; ) (j0i; j1i;    ; jm− 1i)  U(; )V0 ; (27)
the connection form A is















To calculate U ydU we utilize (14) and (18). Making use of














where  =  tanh jj=jj, we can calculate U−1@U and U−1@U . Before stating our






























1− tanh2 jzj − tanh jzjjzj
)
:
Let us state our result.































−1 + cosh jj sinh jjjj
)
a2 : (32)
Compare (31) and (32) with those of [1]. Since the connection A is anti-hermitian (Ay =
−A), it can be written as
A = Ad + Ad−Ayd−Ayd ; (33)








; 0  i; j  m− 1 ; (34)
comparing (33) with (28).
Now it is easy to nd A and A using Lemma 1 and (12).
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A comment here is in order. By the diagonal parts of (35) and (36) we have the Berry
phase stated in [12] easily.
Since we have obtained the adiabatic connection form A, let us calculate the curvature
forn F in (9). A little calculation with (33) leads to
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)
d ^ d ;
















































; KF = (EK)y : (39)
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d ^ d : (40)




 ; F =
 0
1
 ; K =
 0
1





EK = E ; KF = F ; (41)
it is easy to see that the target of F covers all of Lie algebra u(2). This means that the
connection A is irreducible    the holonomy group of A is just U(2). See [1], [4] and [7].
However for m  3 the target of F does not cover all of u(m), so A is not irreducible.
Corollary 4 When m = 2, A is irreducible ([1]), while A is not irreducible for m  3.
Now since we have obtained the connection form F , let us moreover calculate F 2










cosh jj sinh jj
jj K
}
d ^ d ^ d ^ d :
(42)
We have obtained only abelian parts of Lie algebra u(m). We are now in a stage to calcu-
late several geometric quantities such as Chern class, Chern character and Chern-Simons
class (see [7]) making use of A (Proposition 2), F (Proposition 3) and F2 (Corollary
5). However we leave these calculations to the (young!) readers because they are good
excercises to learn the geometric method in mathematical physics.
We would like to close this paper by proposing a future subject. From Corollary 4
the connection form A is not irreducible for m  3. This is insucient for \geometric"
quantum computation ([1]), so that we must make a further generalization of our model.
For example, for the Hamiltonian (19) we would like to consider a m-parameter isospectral
family:
H(1;;m)  U(1;    ; m)H0U(1;    ; m)y ; (43)









where (1;    ; m) 2 Cm and P means path-ordering. This model may be good at rst
sight. However we meet a diculty immediately. Since a disentangling formula such as
(14) or (15) is not known as far as we know, we can not calculate the connection form
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